In Good Shape: Robust People Detection based on Appearance and Shape
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Motivation. Robustly detecting people in real world scenes is a fundamental and challenging task in computer vision. State-of-the-art approaches use powerful learning methods and manually annotated image data. Importantly, these learning based approaches rely on the fact that the collected training data is representative of all relevant variations necessary to detect people.

Rather than to collect and annotate ever more training data, this paper explores the possibility to use a 3D human shape and pose model [3] from computer graphics to add relevant shape information to learn more powerful people detection models. Contrary to existing works [4, 5, 6] we do not aim to use visually appealing and photo-realistically rendered data but instead focus on complementary and particularly important information for people detection, namely 3D human shape. The main intuition is that it is important to enrich image-based training data with the data that contains complementary shape information and that this data is sampled from the underlying human 3D shape distribution. By sampling from the space of 3D shapes we are able to control data variability while covering the major shape variations of humans which are often difficult to capture when collecting real-world training images. See Fig. 1 for sample detections by our detector with and without complementary shape information.

Data generation. In order to generate non-photorealistic 2D edge images of pedestrians we employ a statistical model of 3D human shape [3] which is learned from a publicly available database of 3D laser scans of humans and describes plausible shape and pose variations of human bodies. The overview of our approach is given in Fig. 2. First, we uniformly sample shape parameters of six semantic attributes. Then we sample 3D joint angles from a set of various walking poses. After shape and pose changes are applied, the 3D model is rendered from an arbitrary viewpoint into a 2D edge image. Prior to training of people detectors we combine the rendered edges with the background edges and use the result as a direct input to shape context descriptors. All annotations needed for training of people detector are produced automatically from known 3D joint positions of the body model. It is important to point out that in no stage of this pipeline photo-realistic images are produced. Instead, we show that by careful design of the rendering procedure our feature representation can generalize from synthetic training data to unseen real test data.

Results. For our experiments, we generate 15,000 non-photorealistic rendered edge images where training samples are seen from a large range of viewpoints. As second dataset we use multi-view data [2] containing images of real pedestrians from arbitrary viewpoints. We train the publicly available detector [1] on different types of data and report the results on the challenging test set of the multi-viewpoint dataset. The results are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that training on synthetic data alone achieves reasonable performance of 53.3% EER, which is still less than 80.8% EER obtained by training on real data, due to missing internal edges and clothes in the synthetic samples. However, by jointly training on synthetic and real data we are able to improve the detection rate from 80.8% (real data alone) to a remarkable 86.1% EER (combined synthetic with real data - Joint). This improvement clearly shows the power of using our synthetic data in addition to real images as it helps to increase the variability of training data and thus allows for better generalization of people detectors. Our method outperforms the results of Andriluka et.al. [2] (82% EER) who trained the detector on real data alone. As it can be seen from Fig. 4 the detector of [2] (middle) fails when edge evidence for several body parts is missing or only partial e.g. due to poor contrast, while our detector (left) is able to cope with such hard cases by focusing on shape evidence taken from external (human shape) edges. This underlines the argument that the synthetic data does indeed contain complementary information, namely the additional shape information, w.r.t. the real data, and clearly shows the advantage of our method.